
 Nissan equips many of their newer vehicles with dual-mass flywheels to dampen out a portion of the engine’s 
torsional vibrations which cause various types of gear rattle noises. A dual-mass flywheel exhibits unique 
dampening characteristics that cannot be replicated with a single-mass design. The torsional vibrations on the 
Nissan’s 350Z and Infinity’s G35 tend to be especially troublesome which is probably why Nissan designed the 
original parts with both a heavy dual mass flywheel and dampened hub disc. 

When seeking higher performance by converting from the heavy original dual-mass flywheel to a light single 
mass aftermarket flywheel, much of the original torsional dampening is defeated, with the exception of the 
clutch disc. The result is going to be increased gear noise. In general, the lighter the flywheel used, the louder 
the gear noise. 

In our testing typically there are two types of gear noise that are common when using a lightened aftermarket 
flywheel on the Nissan 350Z which are; Idle mode rattle (also called neutral rollover noise) which occurs when 
at idle in neutral with the clutch engaged, and Burst rattle (or start up rattle) which occurs when taking off in 
first gear at lower rpm. Although annoying to the driver, the additional gear noise should pose no harm to the 
transmission. 

ACT manufactures flywheels in both a Streetlite and Prolite version. Each version is manufactured with an 
integral ring gear which permits more weight reduction and eliminates the chance of gear breakage. ACT heat 
treats the entire forging for strength and toughness. All ACT XACT flywheels provide safety, improved throttle 
response, better feedback to the driver and increased acceleration. All this and the ability to resurface them if 
needed, saving you from any additional parts and costs as needed with any two-piece unit. 

If performance is what you are striving for, in addition to an ACT XACT flywheel, consider purchasing an ACT 
performance clutch kit. Most ACT performance clutch kits meet SFI 1.1 certification and are designed to hold 
high torque capacities. 

WARNING Failure to follow the vehicle manufacturer’s installation procedures and specifications as the primary
source of information and ACT’s installation instructions as a secondary source may lead to serious injury, death or clutch failure. 
Installation should only be performed by an experienced knowledgeable mechanic.
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Ensure that the alignment hole in the flywheel is aligned properly on the 
crankshaft dowel. If the flywheel is not properly aligned on the crankshaft 

dowel the car may not run properly. (See Picture)

Alignment Hole

Figure A
350Z/G35 flywheel bulletin for part 
numbers 600215, 600220 & 600590

If the alignment hole is not properly placed on the 
crank dowel, the car will not run properly.
Note: It is possible for the flywheel to be mounted 
without the flywheel aligned.

WARNING Failure to follow the vehicle manufacturer’s installation procedures and specifications as the primary
source of information and ACT’s installation instructions as a secondary source may lead to serious injury, death or clutch failure. 
Installation should only be performed by an experienced knowledgeable mechanic.

           


